Bologna Welcome Card:

48 hours’ free admission to museums

Guided tour in the city centre or BLQ shuttle bus from/to Guglielmo Marconi Airport or bus daily ticket

Special offers and discounts at restaurants, spas and shops
Three Hours in the Heart of our City

...streets are transformed and shops give way to bars and drinking...

...Adriatic Sea, from tortellini and that speciality of Bologna, mor-

...dell'Arca and the young Michelangelo.

...through the narrow streets of the old city market, the Quadrilatero.

...this saint, decorated with precious statues by Nicolò Pisano, Niccolò

...is not all illusion, but the consequence of the historical events that

...Go back on yourself, behind Piazza Maggiore, and enjoy wandering

...of Italian art. You can admire the marble shrine with the remains of

...took place in this corner of the city. From Piazza Santo Stefano, go

...to another unexpected side of Bologna, the underground waterways

...hibits. You can also visit the museum's superb Egyptian collection.

...up to the top of the Asinelli Tower and look out over the city. You will

...had imagined.

... Voltone del Podestà, between Palazzo del Podestà and Palazzo Re

...that can tell its story, Palazzo D'Accursio, the city's Town Hall and

...ready to continue your journey, entering Piazza Maggiore, known

...side of Bologna. Below your feet, a glass floor will offer you a view of...